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ANGELS ONE FIVE EXPANSION RULES 

by Philip Sabin 
 

The 2015 Victory Point Games edition of my Angels One Five game is now long out of print, 

and we never managed to publish the expansion set which we had hoped to produce.  For 

those who have the original set, here are some rules and ideas for using your existing game 

components to experiment with different technologies such as four engine heavy bombers, 

fighter bombers, V-1 flying bombs, kamikazes, and new kinds of fighters ranging from 

outdated biplanes to the first jets.  If anyone would like to create and share variant counter 

artwork or new scenarios building on these expansion rules, please do so. 

 

AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS 

Central to the simplicity of the Angels One Five system is its assumption that the contending 

aircraft in any given era were roughly comparable in overall fighting performance.  Some 

aircraft might turn more tightly or dive more quickly while others were better armed or 

more resilient, but on balance these detailed technical asymmetries offset one another such 

that differences in pilot quality and in initial energy levels were more decisive factors in 

individual dogfights.  There were certainly massive progressive improvements in engine 

power, armament, gunsights and the like over the course of the war, but in any given year, 

the contending first line aircraft tended to be of comparable technical quality overall. 

 

The basic game already covers clumsy and vulnerable exceptions such as Bf-110 heavy 

fighters and ill-protected light bombers like the Stuka and Fairey Battle.  (Such single engine 

light bombers were particularly prominent in the Pacific War, where they often suffered 

horrendous losses while struggling to reach the vulnerable enemy carriers.)  You may use 

similar simple rules tweaks to reflect more nuanced differences in aircraft characteristics.  

For example, on an unmodified roll of 6, fighters attacking heavy fighters like the Bf 110 

with defensive rear guns may suffer a Hit themselves if they have exactly the same heading, 

rather than just running out of ammo.  The Mosquito may be treated as a heavy fighter, but 

because of its formidable turn of speed it need not roll two dice for airspeed adjustment 

and it does not count as exposed to attack unless other rules trigger that penalty.   The long 

range P-38 Lightning, by contrast, may be treated as a regular fighter, but considered as 

always exposed to attack by enemy fighters because of its slight clumsiness relative to single 

engined planes and because its distinctive profile made it easy to identify. 

 

Some early war fighters such as the Ki-27, P-11, Gladiator and CR-42 were so slow and 

under-armed relative to contemporary high performance monoplanes like the Zero, 

Hurricane and Bf 109 that special penalties are justified to reflect this disadvantage.  Such 
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outclassed fighters may not add more than two for engine thrust if their airspeed is 3 or 

greater, and they are prohibited from starting at speed 3 on escort duty.  They also suffer an 

extra -1 DRM when firing, but they do not run out of ammunition unless they actually inflict 

a Hit, and a modified result of 5 against fighters forces an Abort even though no actual Hit is 

inflicted.  As above, such penalties may be applied selectively in intermediate cases. 

 

LOW ALTITUDE 

In the basic game, the moving box of airspace around the bombers is assumed to be 

between 10,000 and 25,000 feet above the ground.  Sometimes, bombers (especially 

torpedo bombers and fighter bombers) flew much lower.  This may be reflected simply by 

assuming that Low Altitude in the game corresponds to low altitude in reality, such that 

fighters at this level may not dive to exit the playing area.  In cases where bombers flew only 

just above the land or the sea, you may make a further adjustment by placing the bombers 

at Low Altitude rather than their usual Medium Altitude.  Use the existing bomber counters, 

and simply treat them as at Low Altitude.  The bombers fly forward normally and there is no 

impact on the initial positioning or maximum energy levels of the escorts or interceptors, 

which remain as they were for Medium Altitude bombers. 

 

FIGHTER BOMBERS     

World War Two saw increasing use of dual purpose aircraft, namely regular or heavy 

fighters which carried bombs or rockets to attack ground targets, but which could jettison 

their payload if necessary and engage intercepting fighters.  To simulate such cases, you 

may construct scenarios with no bombers as such, only interceptor and escort fighters.  

Three of the escort units should be placed in the bomber starting hexes, all at speed 3 and 

Medium Altitude (or all hugging the surface at Low Altitude if desired, as suggested in the 

previous section).  Any further escorts are deployed normally within 5 hexes, except that 

they too start facing forwards at speed 3 and never weave.  At least one escort unit without 

a bombload must be dropped to Medium Altitude for every one raised to Very High 

Altitude.  The interceptors deploy normally in turn, except that one is added to their starting 

energy level (as determined by die roll) unless the fighter bombers begin at Low Altitude 

rather than Medium Altitude. 

 

The game proceeds normally, with no Bomber Phase.  The fighter bombers are activated 

and move in their normal sequence as escorts, but while carrying their bombload they must 

move 3 hexes straight forward each Game Turn without turning or changing speed or 

altitude.  Map Rotation occurs after every second Game Turn, due to the higher speed of 

the fighter bombers.  The fighter bombers count as fighters rather than bombers for all 

game purposes.  However, fighters carrying a bombload count as exposed to attack by 

enemy interceptors even if they are not heavy fighters.  If they are engaged head-on or if 

they end their own move stacked with an interceptor unit, they may choose not to fire 

(before the die is rolled) so as not to risk running out of ammunition. 
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Fighter bombers jettison their bombload as soon as they receive an Abort marker, or 

voluntarily at the start of any of their activations.  They may then manoeuvre without 

constraint, and must fire normally if not aborted.  The game ends at the end of any Game 

Turn when all three bombloads have been jettisoned.  Otherwise, play ends after twelve 

Game Turns (six Map Rotations), or less if stated in the scenario.  Each bombload jettisoned 

counts as one additional Hit by the interceptor player (so handicap bids should never exceed 

two, or at most three, if the contest is to be a balanced one). 

 

HEAVY BOMBERS 

Four engined heavy bombers like the American B-17, B-24 and B-29 brought a new 

dimension to the daylight air war in both Europe and the Pacific.  You may treat the existing 

bomber counters as representing such heavy bombers.   If just one or two units of heavy 

bombers are in use, they fly at Medium Altitude as normal, but if all three units are used 

(representing up to 54 bombers in all), the one furthest Down Sun is considered to be flying 

at High Altitude instead, to reflect the characteristic stepped formation used by such heavy 

bombers. 

 

Heavy bombers were obviously more resilient and harder to shoot down than medium 

bombers, but each one lost counted for commensurately more.  These factors balance one 

another out, so heavy bombers are treated just like medium bombers in terms of abstract 

'Hits', with two important exceptions.  First, only heavy fighters receive the +1 bonus for 

firing on heavy bombers with the same heading.  This reflects how hard it was for regular 

fighters to close in slowly from behind through the hail of defensive machine gun fire, and it 

encourages such fighters to attack from other angles (especially head-on) instead.  

Historically, the Germans responded to this problem by equipping some of their single and 

twin engined fighters with heavy armour and armament, but the performance limitations of 

these heavy fighters became a liability as US escort fighters extended their reach. 

 

The second special rule for heavy bombers builds further on this interacting set of trade-offs 

and dilemmas.  Because it was so dangerous for US escort fighters to pursue interceptors 

through heavy bomber formations lest they be downed by friendly fire from jittery bomber 

gunners, regular interceptors do not receive Fired markers when firing on heavy bombers.  

You may wish to make an exception if the escorts are P-38 Lightnings, since their distinctive 

profile which was a liability in identifying them to their opponents (as noted earlier) made it 

safer for them to operate near the bombers. 

 

These special rules apply only to US heavy bombers, with their heavy defensive armament.  

Other four engined bombers like those of Britain operated mainly by night, and so carried 

lighter defensive guns.  If they are included in a daylight scenario, they are treated as 

medium bombers in all respects. 
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JET FIGHTERS 

Although several different jets saw fleeting service at the very end of World War Two, the 

only one whose performance was so revolutionary as to warrant special treatment in the 

simulation is the swept wing Me 262.  You may use the three Axis counter sets showing Bf 

110s to represent Me 262s.  They count as heavy fighters due to their heavy armament and 

poor turning performance, but they benefit from several other special rules to reflect their 

distinctive characteristics. 

 

The airspeed of Me 262s can range from 3 to 6, with the counter face showing an airspeed 

of 2 being treated as 6 instead.  They may not climb unless their initial airspeed is 4 or more.  

Each turn, they may add up to four for engine thrust to their airspeed roll.  Although they 

are heavy fighters, they roll only one die rather than two for airspeed adjustment.  Similarly, 

they never count as exposed to attack by enemy fighters, even if they fired in their previous 

phase or are carrying a bombload, because their speed makes them difficult to catch.  The 

one downside of this enormous speed is that g forces make it very hard for Me 262s to 

change direction quickly.  At airspeeds of 3 to 5, they suffer the same turning constraints as 

other heavy fighters, and at an airspeed of 6, they must move 3 hexes straight before every 

turning manoeuvre (unless weaving by turning in the opposite direction to the previous turn 

made during this activation). 

 

As interceptors, Me 262s deploy with an airspeed one greater than normal fighters would 

have.  Unless they are intercepting fighter bombers, a deployment roll of 1 or 2 means that 

all Me 262s deploy not on the map edge ahead of the bombers but on the map edge behind 

the bombers.  In this case, they may increase their initial altitude by one after deploying 

within the overall energy limits, as well as having an airspeed one greater than normal.  This 

allows them to conduct their characteristic 'roller coaster' attack from high above and 

behind the bombers.   

 

As escorts, Me 262s must deploy with an airspeed of 4, and they must weave even when 

escorting fighter bombers.  As fighter bombers, Me 262s must also fly at an airspeed of 4, 

and because of their speed, they cannot be escorted by other fighters.   In this case, Map 

Rotation occurs after every turn on which an Me 262 with a bombload enters the forward 

map sheet (so after turns 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9, at which point the game ends if it has not 

finished sooner due to all the bombloads being jettisoned).  The interceptors should have a 

starting energy level of at least 6, to give them a fighting chance.  If desired, you may play 

this scenario solitaire by ruling that the Me 262s never jettison their bombload voluntarily, 

fire only on interceptors which are firing head-on against them, and are removed from play 

as soon as they receive an Abort marker.     
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KAMIKAZES AND DOODLEBUGS 

At the end of the War, Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan came up with differing but related 

responses to growing Allied air superiority, namely to use one-shot devices rather than 

(theoretically) reusable bomber or fighter bomber aircraft.  Japan's suicidal approach is the 

easier to model in game terms.  You may use the existing Axis bomber counters to represent 

kamikaze units.  These are treated exactly like normal light bombers, except that they move 

3 hexes each Game Turn rather than 2, and they never fire on interceptors even if engaged 

head-on.  Just as with fighter bombers, escorting Japanese fighters begin flying straight 

forwards at speed 3 without weaving, and map rotation occurs every second rather than 

every third turn.  The difference is that the kamikaze units count as bombers rather than 

fighters, they never abort, and they just plough sacrificially onward accumulating Hits as 

they strive to reach the US fleet.  Play ends after twelve Game Turns (six Map Rotations), or 

less if desired. 

 

V-1 flying bombs are handled differently.  You may use 6 of the smallest Axis fighter 

counters showing an airspeed of 4, with each counter representing a single doodlebug.  The 

counters are small to reflect the small size of the weapons, but they are flying at Medium 

Altitude (a few thousand feet above the ground) at the very challenging airspeed of 4 hexes 

per Game Turn.  Two counters are placed in each of the three bomber deployment hexes, 

and then two dice are rolled in turn for each counter.  The first roll indicates the direction in 

which to displace the doodlebug (with 1 being straight ahead and the rest proceeding 

clockwise).  The second roll indicates how many hexes to displace the counter.  If another 

doodlebug has already ended in that hex, roll both dice again.  The resulting scatter of 

counters represents a ragged salvo of V-1s as it heads rapidly for London.  (The later V-1 

bombardment of Antwerp was countered by AA guns rather than interceptors.)  There is 

obviously no fighter escort, so this is a classic solitaire scenario. 

 

The interceptors deploy onto a randomly determined map edge on the first Game Turn in 

the normal way, but with an average starting energy of 7 to reflect their diving down from 

above so as to maximise their airspeed.  The sun direction is immaterial, and on a roll of 6 

the interceptors deploy on the map edge to the right (north) of the V-1s' flight path.  The V-

1s move 4 hexes straight forward in each Bomber Phase.  At the end of any Game Turn 

when there are no V-1s on the rearmost map section (including any half hexes), it is rotated 

to the front, and any interceptors on it are removed from play.  Any V-1s which move off the 

front of the map before such rotation can occur are assumed to have escaped interception.  

Only one Map Rotation takes place each Game Turn. 

 

To try to shoot down a V-1, an interceptor unit needs to end its own move in the same hex 

and with the same altitude and heading.  No combat takes place at other angles, or if the V-

1 moves into the interceptors' hex.  Interceptors cannot stop short to attack V-1s.  A die is 

rolled, and on an unmodified score of 4, 5 or 6, the V-1 explodes and the counter is 
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removed.  If the roll is 6, the interceptor unit runs out of ammunition and receives an Abort 

marker.  However, an aborted interceptor unit which gets into position to attack another V-

1 may close in to tip the weapon over with the slipstream or wingtip of one of the fighters.  

This succeeds on a roll of 6.  Map Rotations are recorded as usual, and play ends after six 

Map Rotations.  One Hit is scored for each V-1 downed.  The number of Hits needed for 

success depends on how many interceptors are available.  This is a fascinating solitaire 

exercise in target prioritisation, precision interception and high speed energy management. 

 

TAKING THINGS FURTHER 

I learned a lot from the difficulty of attracting enough sales to justify publishing a 

commercial expansion for Angels.  As I explained when Angels was first published in my 

2012 book Simulating War, I had used the system for years in class, with basic home-made 

graphics, to give my students a simple but broadly accurate feel for the grand tactics of 

WW2 fighter combat.  As a commercial hobby game, however, it had two big strikes against 

it.  First, it abstracted out the technical differences between aircraft types which so fascinate 

the majority of gamers, as evidenced by the emphasis which other air combat board games 

place upon reflecting these technical details.  Second, despite the sterling efforts of VPG 

artist Tim Allen, my system of counter swapping to display the airspeed and altitude of all 

flights without off-board record keeping meant that only a few specific aircraft types could 

be displayed on the generic Angels counters, so players did not even have the satisfaction of 

seeing the correct aircraft in many of the scenarios. 

 

Ever since the VPG edition of Angels went out of print, I have been seeking ways to 

overcome these problems while retaining the combination of simplicity and accuracy which 

Angels embodied.  Rather than trying to publish a new stand-alone game, I decided to piggy-

back on the beautiful components of other air combat games so that those who owned such 

games could download my rules and try my systems with a minimum of effort and expense.  

After two years of successive editions of such Angels spin-offs, I have now posted on the 

Boardgame Geek sites for the games whose components I have cannibalised four different 

games which complement my original Angels design very well.  The four games are Canvas 

Aces using the counters from Carlo Ammadeo’s WW1 game Winged Victory, and Dogfight, 

Dogfight Lite and Fighter Duel, all using the counters and/or aircraft data from Lee 

Brimmicombe-Wood’s Wing Leader series from GMT.  I urge anyone who likes Angels to 

take a look at these games, since you may find a system you like even better, or at least find 

some inspiration for your own tweaks and design efforts.  


